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Terminology

Different channels for information hiding

I Overt Channel - Hiding information in the content, i.e.
Steganography

I Watermarking
I Fingerprinting

I Covert Channel - Hiding information outside actual
content

I Storage Channels - Hiding information in protocol fields
I Timing Channels - Hiding information using timing of

packets
I Inter-protocol steganography

I Side Channel - Hidden information is transferred without
any participating party in the sending end.
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Alice & Bob in a prison

In this game Alice and Bob are in a prison.

Walter the Warden listens to every message they send to each
other.

Walter may even alter some of the messages.

Alice and Bob would like to communicate such that Walter does
not even know they are secretly communicating.

Covert+ Covert+
Overt C. Overt C. Overt C. Overt C.

---------> --------->Sender ---------> Alice ---------> Walter ---------> Bob ---------> Receiver
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Countermeasures

Covert channels may be hard to identify.

Hundreds of different covert channels are known.

Once a covert channel is identified, the actions could be to

I eliminate the channel.

I limit the bandwidth of the channel.

I detect and audit the channel.

I document the channel.
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Examples

Alice and Bob can always choose innocent messages and build
up a codebook.

If both have the same secret codebook, they can communicate
by sending messages from the codebook, and nobody can detect
this if they do not send the same message twice.

This is probably slow and requires that Alice and Bob have a
secret codebook.

Instead of a codebook they could use for example (almost)
randomly chosen messages where only the LSB matters.

What makes things harder for Alice and Bob is that there may
be some rules for the legal use of the channel. For example,
which messages can follow a certain message.
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Botnets

A bot connects to its C&C computer when the bot is active.

C&C connects to bots only when it wants them to act.

Botnets can use covert channels to communicate.

If this communication is detected the botnet or at least one bot
can be revealed.

Secure intermediary tries to detect the covert channels.
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Typical botnet behavior

I The bots communicate periodically with the bot master for
updating their status information and getting updated
configuration information.

I Bots generate repeated DNS queries to resolve the domain
names of their bot masters.

I If name resolution is unsuccessful using DNS, Netbios
name resolution is also repeatedly tried.

I Some bots also try to generate scan traffic regularly in
order to contact the bot masters.

I On unsuccessful name resolution some bots try to contact
bot masters through hard coded IP addresses.

I Bot code might be injected into one or more benign
processes on an infected host.

I The destinations being connected by the bots are not the
ones commonly accessed by the host.
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Bot detection methods

I Look for connection attempts to known C&C addresses.

I Look for similar flows to a destination IP or domain at
periodic intervals.

I Find periodic failed DNS queries to the destination domain.

I Find many Netbios queries to a destination IP or domain.

I Look for many SYN scans in the traffic.
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BotHunter

I Statistical scan anomality detection engine: Measures the
number of failed inbound port scans, outbound scan rate,
outbound connection failure rate and normalized entropy of
scan target distribution.

I Statistical payload anomality detection engine: Compares
payloads of packages against normal payloads of different
services.

I Signature engine: Compare behavior to known bots.
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BotSniffer

I Preprocessing

I C&C protocol matcher: Concentrate on protocols that are
typically used.

I Response detector: Observe which clients react the same
way at the almost same time.

I Grouping: Cluster together clients that act similarly.

I Group analysis

I Botnet alert
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BotMiner

I BotMiner monitors both who is talking to whom and who
is doing what. It keeps track of TCP and UDP flows
between parties and detects for example scanning activities,
spamming, downloading of binaries and exploit attempts.

I In the second phase clients having the same communication
patterns are clustered together and also the clients having
the same suspicious activities are clustered together.

I In the third phase these clusterings are combined to create
a cluster that is the suspected botnet.
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Botnets and social media

Traditionally botnets communicate using channels like IRC.

IRC traffic is easy to detect and it is relatively rare.

Botnets need a more subtle way to communicate.

Using social media is common and this traffic can be used for
covert communication.
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Facebook pipe FaceCat

Bots can communicate for example using Facebook.

Master Master’s FB Wall Slave

Authorized to write Not authorized

Write Cookie
Cookie−−−−−−−−→

Cookie
Cookie−−−−−−−−→Read Cookie

Identify with cookie

Authorized to write←−−−−−−→←−−−−−−→Authorized to write
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Steganography

The Bot and the C&C could communicate via pictures posted
to Internet / Facebook that have data hidden in them.

This would be almost impossible to detect without the original
image.

Steganography does not count as a covert channel.

Detcting the sending of staganographic images between bots
may be a little bit easier than detecting it between humans. If
bots use random images or are very punctual.
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Html tag in a blog

There are bots that communicate with C&C using html remark
tag.

The owner of the botnet hacks somebody’s blog and adds
instructions to bots as remarks in the html code.

The bots will visit the page regularly to see if there is a message
intended for them hidden in the html code.

Human users detect nothing unless they study the source code
of the page.
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Domain Generation Algorithm

A hash function to generate a random internet address.

Input for calculation could be e.g. the date

For each date the function returns thousands of different
addresses and the bot will contact some of these to receive its
commands.

The Botmaster will register one of these domain names.

With some probability the bot contacts this address.

The law enforcement departments can not pre-register/block all
these addresses.
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Twitter

User can follow other users and have followers.

Tweets can be public or protected such that only approved
followers can read them.

A user can follow 2000 other users. After this he needs to have
a good follower/following ratio.

Half of users are human (2010), half are bots or half bots-half
humans.

Large number of followers for a non-famous user raises
suspicion. Also if the same account is logged on from several
locations at the same day.
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Nazbot

Detected by Jose Nazario in 2009.

Uses a twitter account as a botnet C&C.

Bots get instructions by reading the twitter account of upd4t3.

Other variants have been found, for example twitter account
Botn3tControl.
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Twitter page of upd4t3
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Traffic generated by Nazbot
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Nazbot’s behaviour

I The bot makes a HTTP GET request to upd4t3’s RSS feed
at Twitter.com

I Twitter.com returns the RSS feed containing
Base64-encoded text.

I The bot decodes the encoded bit.ly URL and makes a
HTTP GET request to that address.

I The bit.ly address redirects to malicious zip file hosted on
an independent attack server.

I The bot downloads the malicious zip file as a payload.

I The bot decodes and unzips the payload, replicates itself
and the payload’s uncompressed files and then executes the
payloads contents.

I The payload attempts to gather user information from the
victim computer and send it to server selected by the
botmaster.
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Strengths of Nazbot

I Abusing trusted popular web sites. Due to heavy usage
light occasional traffic is unlikely to be noticed. No
suspicious DNS queries.

I Exploiting popular port for C&C communication. Port 80
is standard port for web traffic. IRC uses different port.

I Abusing application features to make things easy for the
C&C.
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Countermeasures before discovery and analysis

At the Client side:

I Check if the application has a GUI.

I Check if a key was pressed or mouse was clicked just before
connection.

At the Server side:

I Use Captcha to stop non-human users

I Check if Base64 coding is used

In between:

I Try to detect abnormal traffic.
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Countermeasures after discovery and analysis

At the Client side:

I Use antivirus to detect malicious applications.

I Forbid connections to known C&C sites or accounts.

At the Server side:

I Revoke known C&C accounts.

In between:

I Try to detect traffic fitting bot characteristics.
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Finding evil tweets using Firehose

We registered for receiving random tweets.

Twitter has a service called Firehose. If you register for this you
receive in real time every tweet that is sent.

This service is meant for companies that want to detect trends
before others.

This service is very expensive, but there is also free version
(Gardenhose or Spritzer) where you only get 1% of the tweets.

We tried this.
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Finding evil tweets

The Idea was to find a C&C account that tweets addresses
encoded with Base64.

We went through half a million tweets.

We only detected spam asking for Bitcoins. Bitcoin accounts
are similar to Base64 encoded web addresses.

Conclusion: this is a case of ”needle in a haystack” and we are
not sure there is a needle at all!

Next idea: to detect Evil tweet reading bots.
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Finding evil tweet readers

We do not have a real bot trying to contact Twitter.

Instead, we have made our own program to generate botnet
traffic.

Our evil program reads Prime Minister’s latest tweet every 5
seconds.

We ran the program and collected the traffic using Wireshark.
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Our code

import tweepy

from tweepy import OAuthHandler

import time

ckey = ’xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx’

csecret = ’xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx’

atoken = ’xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx’

asecret = ’xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx’

auth = OAuthHandler(ckey, csecret)

auth.set_access_token(atoken, asecret)

api = tweepy.API(auth)

for x in range(0, 9):

public_timeline = api.user_timeline(user_id=36048614,count=1)

for status in public_timeline:

print ’%s: %s\n from %s posted at %s’ % (

status.user.screen_name, status.text,

status.source, status.created_at)

time.sleep(5)
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Wireshark display

x
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Finding evil web surfers

Another approach: to analyze traffic generated by an html bot.

For this end we wrote a program that emulates the activities of
a bot waiting for further instructions.

This program reads the same web page at fixed intervals, for
example every 5 seconds.
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Our code

The program reads a course home page every 5 seconds.

import urllib2

import time

for x in range(0, 9):

response = urllib2.urlopen(’http://users.utu.fi/tommes/cry2.html’)

html = response.read()

print html

time.sleep(5)
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Wireshark display
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Results

We tried to find flows that repeated periodically from our data.

We were able to detect the periodic traffic of our ”bots”.

We also found several false positive flows.

We still need a method to weed these out for example by
whitelisting.

When the time interval between Twitter searches was long DNS
returned each time a different IP for Twitter.

We were however able to detect the periodic DNS queries.
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Problems

I Twitter has many IP addresses.

I Need more data.

I Need to improve the algorithm.

We’ll try next the autocorrelation:

R(d) =

∑
t ((X(t)− µ)(X(t− d)− µ))∑

t(X(t)− µ)2
.

X(t) is the number of packets sent – number of packets received
in time period t.
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